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Tariff Man Strikes Again 
 

He Said Xi Said 
 New Tariffs Complicate Trade Talks. The U.S. raised tariffs from 10% to 25% on $200 billion of Chinese imports last 

week, reigniting tensions between the U.S. and China after they appeared to be making progress on a trade 
agreement. In addition, the Trump administration appeared to be taking steps toward imposing 25% tariffs on 
another $325 billion of Chinese goods, essentially the remainder of all imports from China. 

 Tariff Impacts Are Mounting, But Still Relatively Modest. Before last week’s tariff increase, the combination of 
import duties enacted since the beginning of 2018 had about a -0.15% impact on U.S. GDP, assuming full 
demand destruction via a tariff-induced price shock. The new tariff increase adds another -0.15% hit to U.S. 
GDP, an overall -0.3% headwind to economic growth. However, some of the bigger impacts may come from 
other threatened tariffs, including -0.4% each from tariffs on the rest of Chinese imports and European autos. 

 Talks Continue, China Announces Retaliation. Chinese Vice Premier Liu He concluded a trip to Washington last 
week to resume trade talks, which appeared to yield little in the way of meaningful progress. In response to 
new tariffs, China announced it will raise tariffs on $60 billion of U.S. goods starting on June 1st and may stop 
purchasing U.S. agricultural products and/or reduce airplane orders. Even if China were to run out of products 
to tariff, they still have other non-tariff tools available to discourage consumption of U.S. goods such as quotas 
or PR campaigns against U.S. firms. 

  

Our Take: Rising tariffs are a marginal headwind for growth, just as the U.S. economy is showing signs of strength. 
  
 

Improving Earnings, Watch Out for Tariffs 
 Earnings Continue Steady Climb. With just over 90% of companies in the S&P 500 reporting, the blended year-

over-year growth rate in earnings, which combines actual results with analyst expectations for companies that 
have yet to report, currently stands at -0.6%, an impressive improvement from the originally forecasted 4.2% 
decline. It appears that the much-discussed earnings recession may be modest, if it ends up happening at all. 

 Companies Brace for Tariffs. In the midst of lingering trade uncertainties, many companies have taken steps 
to help combat prolonged trade frictions. Measures like raising prices, diversifying supply chains and 
expanding inventories aim to mitigate the damage that results from 25% tariffs. All else equal, the imposition 
of new tariffs could provide a headwind to corporate earnings due to higher input costs, particularly for those 
companies with weak pricing power.  

  

Our Take: Q1 earnings continue to improve, but ongoing trade issues threaten to derail the longer-term outlook. 
 

Global Synchronized Expansion Slowdown Recovery 
 Japan Looks to Exit Slump. This week, investors will get a read on how Japan’s economy fared in the first quarter 

when GDP figures are release on Sunday. After growing at a tepid 0.8% rate in 2018, the economy is expected 
to record a year-over-year growth rate of 0.3% in Q1, amid a broader growth slowdown in the global economy. 

 Japanese PMI Painting a Brighter Picture. Despite the recent slowdown in economic growth, some leading 
indicators point to a modest economic rebound going forward. The Nikkei Manufacturing Purchasing 
Managers’ Index (PMI) has jumped higher over the past two months and now sits at 50.2, just above the 
expansionary baseline of 50 and an impressive improvement from the February low of 48.8. 

 Eurozone Showing Signs of Stabilizing. Last year, the Eurozone economy came under duress as geopolitical 
issues and a sharp decline in vehicle production dragged the region’s growth prospects lower. This year, the 
narrative has brightened as the German auto industry has shown signs of recovery and political tensions have 
calmed, helping guide industrial production and retail sales higher. This improvement may be reflected in GDP 
data released this Wednesday, which is anticipated to show an annualized quarter-over-quarter growth rate 
of 1.5%, materially higher than the sub-1.0% growth seen during the second half of 2018. 

 

Our Take: Improving economic conditions in Japan and the Eurozone can help facilitate a global recovery. 
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Tariff Impacts Are Mounting, But Still Relatively Modest 

 
 

Dates of interest:  
5/13: Japan Leading Index 
5/14: U.S. NFIB Small Business Index; Eurozone Industrial Production; Germany CPI & ZEW Sentiment; China Retail 
Sales & Industrial Output 
5/15: U.S. Retail Sales, Empire State Index, Industrial Production & NAHB Housing Market Index; Eurozone Q1 GDP; 
Germany Q1 GDP 
5/16: U.S. Jobless Claims, Building Permits, Housing Starts & Philly Fed Index; Eurozone Trade Balance 
5/17: U.S. Michigan Sentiment; Eurozone CPI; Japan Retail Sales 


